INTERPRETATION SERVICES AND PROVISION
OF FRENCH-LANGUAGE HEALTH SERVICES
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Different types of interpreters
Issues related to working with ad hoc
interpreters
Confidentiality and interpretation services
Using interpreters from Francophone minority
communities (FMCs)

USING INTERPRETATION SERVICES
Interpretation is the spoken form of translation.
To ensure communication with clients, health professionals will need to
resort to interpretation services in some circumstances. In Canada, there
is no legislation concerning the use of interpreters. Each health
institution has its own way of managing this issue. It is important to
recognize that using the services of interpreters may have an impact on
the quality and safety of care, or even raise ethical considerations.
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF
INTERPRETERS

01

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL
INTERPRETERS

Individuals with training in interpreting in the
health field, for a particular language pair.
The use of professional interpretation
services can:
Increase the quality of care and user
safety
Improve risk management
Increase user and health professional
satisfaction
In psychiatry, considering the degree of
sensitivity associated with this field, even
working with professional interpreters may
lead to errors (Flores, 2005).

02

03

AD HOC INTERPRETERS

These individuals may be family members,
friends or bilingual persons who are
nearby (for example, a receptionist or a
technician). They have no training in
interpretation. Calling on these types of
individuals may raise issues, such as:

BILINGUAL HEALTH
PROFESSIONALS

Health care providers who know the client’s
mother tongue. These individuals received no
training in interpretation, but have knowledge of
medical terminology and the patient-provider
relationship. However, they may not be familiar
with the specific medical field.

Omitting or adding information
provided by the client or care provider
Substituting words, concepts or ideas
Using unsuitable terminology to
describe anatomy, symptoms or
treatments
Refusing to transmit a message
Adding inappropriate editorial
comments
Inadequate linguistic competencies
Role substitution (for example taking
on the role of the care provider)

According to Bowen (2001), when interpretation services are provided by family
members or volunteers without particular training, the error rate is sufficiently high
as to make their use more dangerous in some circumstances than no interpreter at all.
This is because it lends a false sense of security to both provider and client that
accurate communication is actually taking place.
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SOME OF THE GAPS IN INTERPRETATION SERVICES
IN HEALTH SETTINGS
Absence of policies and procedures framing
interpretation services
Lack of access to professional interpretation
services and tendency to rely on ad hoc
interpreters
Lack of information about available
interpretation services

Lack of coordination among
interpretation services
Deficiencies in assessing services that
are provided (impact, quality)
(Bowen, 2004)

CONFIDENTIALITY AND INTERPRETATION
SERVICES
Interventions often include transmitting personal and confidential information. Working with
professional medical interpreters who received training on respecting neutrality and
confidentiality, accuracy and cultural sensitivity, allows patients to be involved in their own
health care. However, access to professional interpreters is not always possible. As a result,
clients may feel particularly vulnerable when they have to reveal confidential information in
front of a family member, community member or another professional who assumes the role of
interpreter, without having been trained to take on such a role.

WORKING WITH INTERPRETERS IN FMCs
Resorting to interpreters should not be perceived as a solution to all problems. However,
considering existing constraints, working with interpreters remains a strategy to consider,
depending on the specific needs of the target population:
Existing services in the community
Size and remoteness of the population to be served
Urgency of the situation
Confidentiality
Availability of bilingual health professionals
(Bowen, 2004 ; Léonard, 2012)
“As important as professional interpretation services are to equitable access to health
care for those who do not speak an official language, provision of such services is not a
sufficient response. Without addressing the larger issues of equity within health
institutions, and continuing efforts to promote socially responsive and culturally
competent care, provision of language services will not have the desired effect.”
(Bowen, 2001, p. VIII)
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